
7 FACTS ABOUT KAABA 

TRUE OR FALSE



Kaaba is the most beloved and sacred place for Muslims as it is being told as the 
HOUSE OF ALLAH. Million Muslims every year from different parts of the world 

visit Masjid Al Haram to pray and worship the one and only true God, Allah. 

DID YOU KNOW?



Kaaba is located in Mecca, Saudi Arabia. 
Mecca is regarded as the birthplace of Prophet
Muhammad and features at the top of the list of
most visited places on earth. 

LETS LEARN ABOUT SOME FACT ABOUT IT!



The Kaaba shape is circle and very small 
 



Kaaba is a cube building made of
granite which has 4 corners and a
height of about 13.1 meters with
a width of 10-12 meters. 

FALSE



Ka'bah di selimuti kain hitam bersulam emas
The Kaaba is covered with a black cloth

embroidered with gold



The black cloth embroidered with gold
that covers the Kaaba is called

KISWAH. The interesting fact is that
the kiswah is changed only once a year,

in the day of Eid al Adha.

TRUE



Batu Hitam yang berada di sudut ka'bah adalah 
meteor 

Ka'bah di selimuti kain hitam bersulam emasThe Black Stone in the corner of the Kaaba is a meteor



The Black Stone which is often called the Hajar 
 Aswad in the corner of the Kaaba was sent by
Allah SWT to the first Prophet, Prophet Adam

(SAW). When the stone was brought from Heaven
to earth, it was pure white. The color turns black

because of all the sins on earth

FALSE

Hajar Aswad is a sign to start the Tawaf step of Hajj.



Batu Hitam yang berada di sudut ka'bah adalah 
meteor 

Ka'bah di selimuti kain hitam bersulam emasZamzam water is the best water on earth



Zam zam well is located inside Masjid Al-Haram about 20
meters from the Kaaba. The original story of zam-zam water is
when Siti Hajar tried to find water for her son, Prophet Ismail
AS. He ran seven times back and forth in the middle of the
desert between the two hills of Safa and Marwa. 
Not finding anything, Prophet Ismail AS suddenly stomped his
foot and a spring appeared that still oozes water to this day.
In addition, zam-zam water has sooo many benefits!

TRUE Rasulullah SAW. Said, "The best water on earth is
Zamzam water." (H.R Ahmad)

Safa Hill

Marwa Hill 



The stone with footprints in front of the Kabbah,
is the footprints of the Prophet Muhammad SAW



The stone with the footprints in front of the Kaaba is the
footprints of the Prophet Ibrahim called Maqam Ibrahim.
The footprints were engraved in the rock when Prophet
Ibrahim stood to build the Kabbah.

"And remember when We made the Sacred House a centre and a
sanctuary for the people saying, "You may take the standing-place of
Abraham as a site of prayer." And We entrusted Abraham and Ishmael
to purify My House for those who circle it, who meditate in it, and
who bow and prostrate themselves in prayer". Q.S Al Baqarah : 125

FALSE



Visiting Mecca with the intention of
worship is known as Hajj or Umrah



TRUE
Hajj means visiting the

baitullah (ka'bah) to complete
the fifth pillar of Islam.

Baitullah or Kaaba is located in
Mecca, Saudi Arabia



Planes cannot fly over the Kaaba



Airplanes cannot fly over the Kaaba due to strong
magnetic or gravitational attraction. 
This causes the aircraft will have difficulty
maintaining its altitude. 
In addition there is no airport in the city of Mecca.

TRUE

Kaaba is located in the center of the world that is exactly in
the center of the earth: not an inch to the left or to the right!



Which fact do you like the most?
Let's make our own miniature Kaaba and experiment with bubble blowers

as an illustration of zam zam water!

Find these activities at : alifiqra.id/tst

http://alifiqra.id/tst
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